Mutual Materials™ Concrete Masonry Units (CMU)

The perfect collaboration between beauty, function and technology.
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Where stark industrial-looking buildings once stood, are now buildings with versatile and aesthetic appeal.

By blending colors, Mutual Materials™ architectural CMU adds virtually endless possibilities to projects of any size. But, its design flexibility doesn’t end with color and texture combinations. Our blended CMU also allows you to create similar face patterns on exterior and interior finishes, or to combine it with other material such as brick or stone for a full range of design options.

As one of the world’s most durable, economical and practical building materials, CMU is best for any project requiring thermal, rain-resistant or fire retardant properties. Whether your project is corporate, municipal, retail, correctional, or educational, Mutual Materials™ blended CMU provides high-strength and structural capacity for overall functionality, while at the same time maintaining its positive aesthetic qualities.

Based on your specific needs, we are able to blend CMU at our plant using technologically advanced, Mutual Materials-designed, robotic blending equipment. This “at factory” process eliminates the need to blend the product onsite, by hand. Thus saving time and money, providing a safer job site, and ensuring the accuracy of your design at the point of construction.

This attention to detail is why we deliver what you’ve designed.